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Muir Woods National Monument in California
is one of the few in the National Parks System
to officially designate the free-speech zones a

federal circuit court interpreted as
unconstitutional. Photo by Bobby Magill.

New West Feature

National Park Service Struggles to Rework Free-Speech Rules
After deciding not to appeal a ruling labeling as unconstitutional the practice of requiring people to
apply for permits and to protest only in designated free-speech areas, NPS has made few changes.

By Bobby Magill, 10-12-10

In 2007, two students holding a paper sign protesting the war
in Iraq ran afoul of free-speech regulations in Rocky
Mountain National Park.

After negotiating with park officials, they found a
workaround: They wrote their message on their T-shirts,
which the National Park Service considers akin to a bumper
sticker and, therefore, allowed under park rules.

These rules regarding protests and the freedom of expression
differ depending on the park.

For example, officials in Grand Teton and Yellowstone
National Parks have for a decade required the Buffalo Field
Campaign, an environmental group critical of the National
Park Service’s bison management, to apply for a permit to put
up tables and hand out literature inside so-called “First
Amendment expression areas.”

Further, the group has also complied with an NPS request to put up signs by the tables saying, “This group is
expressing First Amendment rights. These activities are not connected with or endorsed by the National Park
Service.”

BFC media coordinator Stephany Seay says working with Grand Teton officials to get free speech permits
has been easy, but “we do feel that having to do so is a violation of First Amendment rights. The entire
United States is a free speech zone, or should be according to the Constitution.”

In another case--one that could rewrite these rules entirely--Michael Boardley of Coon Rapids, Minn.,
attempted in 2007 to hand out religious tracts without a permit in a free speech zone at Mt. Rushmore
National Memorial in South Dakota. He was stopped by a park ranger for not having a permit, so he returned
home and requested a permit application by phone.

The application, which required a name and address, didn’t arrive in the mail until after he sued the
government.

Boardley’s case worked through the system and, in August, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia Circuit ruled unconstitutional the NPS regulations requiring visitors wishing to express themselves
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to get a permit, as well as the set-aside areas First Amendment expression.

The court ruled the NPS regulations are a particular problem for individuals and small groups, who often
express themselves spontaneously and sometimes anonymously.

“If an individual comes upon a (duly licensed) antiwar protest at a national park and wishes to don a ‘support
the troops’ pin in response, must he first apply for a permit or otherwise risk being penalized for engaging in
an unlicensed ‘demonstration?’” the court asked. “This is a major deprivation of free speech, and it falls
almost exclusively on individuals and small groups.”

Anyone expressing themselves in nearly any way without a permit risks being penalized, the court wrote.

The U.S. Department of Justice had until Sept. 27 to decide whether to ask for a stay on the decision, but
chose not to.

Now, NPS officials are scrambling to figure out how to regulate free speech in national parks; new rules are
expected to appear in the Federal Register soon, according to an NPS spokesman.

In the meantime, the incongruous rules and practices continue, differing from park to park.

While Muir Woods National Monument in California and Great Smoky Mountains National Park in
Tennessee clearly mark their free speech areas, Colorado National Monument superintendent Joan Anzelmo
said the western Colorado park has no designated free speech areas and has had no requests for free speech
permits in the last five years.

Yellowstone National Park has nine unmarked sites designated for public expression, and the park receives
up to five permit applications each year, according to park spokesman Al Nash.

Grand Teton National Park has about 12 unmarked sites in popular areas designated as free speech zones, but
park officials will consider other areas if a gathering of people doesn’t harm park resources, said Grand Teton
spokeswoman Jackie Skaggs. At least six permits have been issued in the past five years, she said.

But they’re not always needed: On July 4 in Grand Teton, a group of gun owners marched around Jenny Lake
without a permit.

“They simply wandered around the area with their guns and talked to visitors about the new federal gun law
in national parks,” Skaggs said. “If they had preferred to hand out literature, they would have needed a First
Amendment permit.”

Colorado National Monument and Glacier National Park have similar approaches.

“We don’t have any expression zones,” Glacier NP spokesman Wade Muehlhof said. “The park used to have
those, but they were done away with a number of years ago. Each case is evaluated on visitor impact and
resource impact.”

The park has issued 28 First Amendment permits since 2005, and there have been no violations in that time.

“We try and be real proactive,” Muehlhof said. “We try and quickly identify what it is they are trying to do
and issue them a permit.”
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While it works out how to apply the court ruling, NPS will no longer require permits for individuals and
groups of 25 people or fewer, said NPS spokesman Jeffrey Olson.

But it’s still unclear how NPS will apply the ruling to designated free speech zones and whether they’ll be
eliminated anytime soon. 

“Courts have been very clear that people do not have an unqualified right to demonstrate wherever and
whenever they choose,” Olson said. “Not all parks and not all areas of parks are suitable for demonstrations
and leafleting. This Court of Appeals focused on the need for a small group exception.”

But the court also focused on the regulations’ one-size-fits-all approach. The agency, the ruling says, could
easily draw up rules prohibiting harassing speech while requiring permits for demonstrations only in sensitive
areas or where there could be a security problem.

Olson said, for now, NPS is defending its free speech zones because the court overturned the agency’s
regulations only to allow individuals and small groups to have their say. The court, he said, did not overturn
NPS rules making that say permissible only in designated spots.
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Comments

By Jay Greene, 10-12-10
I would have thought permitting the carrying of guns in the park would has lessened the need for these kinds
of discussions.
By The_Boneshackler, 10-12-10
"Free Speech Zones". "First Amendment permits". "NPS officials are scrambling to figure out how to
regulate free speech in national parks". Welcome to Fascist America.
By Jay, 10-12-10
Where have you been for the past thirty years, bones?
By Frank Gladics, 10-12-10
Every once in a while you read something that really makes you wonder. Today I am wondering when the
Park Service began to believe they are not part of the United States, or somehow exempt from the
Consitution and the Bill of Rights.

This issue show just what a bunch of jack-boots the Park Service tends to be. How dare they tell the public
that your Consitutional Rights and the Bill of Rights can only fully be guaranteed in these little "Free Speech"
zones.

And even more troubling is that so few people seem to be upset about it.
By Chris L, 10-12-10
From the story: "Now, NPS officials are scrambling to figure out how to regulate free speech in national
parks." I think NPS is still missing the point. Perhaps it should stop scrambling and allow the First
Amendment to roam freely.
By Lfehl, 10-15-10
Chris...you've got that right!
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I've never heard about this before but I am totally apauled. More evidence of "our" government shredding our
constitution. There are some very interesting utube videos out there...amateur filming of our rights being
squashed.
By GREEK, 10-18-10
Sounds good unless you think about it. What if NPS said anything goes and folks started using the Parks to
promote every cause under the sun any way, time and place they saw fit? Can't do or say anything you want
in a movie theater, the neighborhood park, a court of law, or even the local FS or BLM office.

Our Parks are about preserving the resource and ensuring a quality visitor experience. They aren't a place for
billboards or mass demonstrations (except maybe some urban NPS properties such as the Mall in DC). At
Yellowstone or Yosemite, most visitors probably don't want to be accosted by well-meaning -- or not -- folks
pushing their political or other views. 

Bullhorns are obviously inappropriate, as are large parties in wilderness. The list goes on. Freedom gets
complicated. One person exercising their rights can infringe on another rights pretty fast, when you think
about it.
By China West, 10-18-10
YO Greek...! Why don't we "Worry" about someone trampling on someone elses rights...when and if it
happens...and ACTUALLY a huge party in the wilderness IS a great idea...thouands of beautiful women
running aound naked as the say they were born...

Yeah...no permit required there Mr. GReek,,,Unless ytou only go for it.."GREEK style...and for THAT there
really SHOULD be a public health hazarf permit ... REVOKED!

HA!
By Carol Moseley, 10-20-10
I wonder when the founding fathers wrote the constitution if they really meant for this to have gotten so out
of control. Saddly it can never be truly answered. Everyone is entitled to the opinnion, but is it always
necessary to share it with everyone?
By Pronghorn, 10-24-10
I agree with Greek & Carol, and no one is a stronger proponent of the First Amendment than I am. NPS
personnel are not fascists or jack-booted thugs for protecting park resources and providing a quality
experience for all national park visitors, many/most of whom go to parks specifically to escape the daily
onslaught and the current of political turmoil that floods our lives. 

While I definitely want to be able to express my First Amendment rights when necessary--and in the case of
the Yellowstone bison slaughter, this needs to be done IN the park (and I have done it)--I don't want to go to
Yellowstone to find that every Tom, Dick, and Mary with a cause has set up a soapbox and a table at every
overlook and in every parking lot to trumpet their agenda. When I stop at Artists Point, I don't want to see
bloody fetus pictures or watch the wind grab anti-war leaflets and dump them into the Grand Canyon of the
Yellowstone. Freedom isn't absolute, it comes with responsibility.

Comment policy:

NewWest.Net encourages robust and lively, but civil participation from our readers. By posting here, you
agree to the NewWest.Net terms of service. You agree to keep your comments on topic, respectful and free of
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gratuitous profanity. Contributions that engage in personal attacks, racism, sexism, bigotry, hatred or are
otherwise patently offensive will be subject to removal.

Other than using a filter that scans for comment spam, we do not moderate contributions before they are
posted and we do not review every thread, so we ask that you help us in keeping the discussions civil and
appropriate. Please email info@newwest.net to notify us of comments that may violate these guidelines.
Thanks for your help and cooperation. Click here for some tips on how to best interact on NewWest.Net.
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